ACKNOWLEDGING SOURCES

The ethics of research in an academic community demand that all writers receive credit for their work. If you do not credit your sources, you risk plagiarizing — intentionally or unintentionally appropriating the ideas, terms, language or work of another. Plagiarism is academic dishonesty. There are substantial penalties, including suspension and expulsion, for cheating and plagiarism. We have designed this document to explain how to cite sources for work in American Studies and to help you understand the nature of plagiarism and how to avoid it.

Proper acknowledgement of your sources also has many positive benefits. It improves your credibility as a scholar, aids others in their research, and enhances your sense of professionalism and pride in your own work. If you have any difficulty in deciding how to document your work, please consult a librarian or one of us.

1. Acknowledging Sources: Any work that is submitted as a course requirement should be your own. It is your responsibility as a scholar to acknowledge your debts to the works of others for any facts or ideas that were not originally your own. This is the statement on plagiarism from the Rutgers University policy on academic integrity that governs all enrolled students:

Plagiarism is the representation of the words or ideas of another as one's own in any academic exercise. To avoid plagiarism, every direct quotation must be identified by quotation marks or by appropriate indentation and must be properly cited in the text or in a footnote. Acknowledgment is required when material from another source stored in print, electronic or other medium is paraphrased or summarized in whole or in part in one's own words. To acknowledge a paraphrase properly, one might state: “to paraphrase Plato's comment...” and conclude with a footnote identifying the exact reference. A footnote acknowledging only a directly quoted statement does not suffice to notify the reader of any preceding or succeeding paraphrased material. Information which is common knowledge such as names of leaders of prominent nations, basic scientific laws, etc, need not be footnoted; however, all facts or information obtained in reading or research that are not common knowledge among students in the course must be acknowledged.

In addition to materials specifically cited in the text, only materials that contribute to one's general understanding of the subject may be acknowledged in the bibliography. Plagiarism can, in some cases, be a subtle issue. Any questions about what constitutes plagiarism should be discussed with the faculty member. [http://ctaar.rutgers.edu/integrity/policy.html#Plagiarism]

You are required to use footnotes in the following instances:

1. to document any fact that is not common knowledge;
2. to document any statistic that is not widely known;
3. in any instance of direct quotation;
4. whenever a paraphrase is used.
Direct quotations should not be lifted out of context or altered in such a way as to obscure their original meaning. In a direct quotation use “...” to indicate the absence of one or a few words, “....” to indicate the omission of a sentence or more. Use square brackets ([ ]) around words that you insert into a direct quotation, e.g., substituting a proper name for a pronoun that is unclear, condensing some language into a briefer version of your own, or to correct capitalization when a passage is incorporated into your text.

Paraphrasing consists of conveying someone else’s ideas in language that you have altered. Your paraphrase may no longer resemble the original source. Any paraphrase must remain faithful to the meaning of the original text.

2. Footnotes and bibliography should acknowledge all works that you actually have consulted, not works that other authors have referred to in their writing. If you use an essay in an anthology, your footnotes and bibliography should reflect that fact by including reference both to the author of the individual essay, the title of the essay, its page numbers and the editor, title, and complete publishing information of the anthology. If you are citing a source quoted or cited by someone else, you should refer in as much detail as possible to the original, as well as to the source in which it is noted.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

A. BIBLIOGRAPHY (arranged alphabetically by author at end of paper).

1. In citing books, the information ordinarily appears in the following order:
   a. Author’s name
   b. Title of a part of the book
   c. Title of the book
   d. Name of the editor, translator, or compiler
   e. Edition used
   f. Number(s) of the volume(s) used
   g. Name of the series
   h. Place of publication, name of the publisher, and date of publication
   i. page numbers
   j. Supplementary bibliographic information and annotation

2. For author’s name do not use titles or suffixes, e.g. Prof., Gen., Ph.D., etc. If the author’s name does not appear on the title page but you can ascertain it from other sources, include it in brackets([]). Otherwise, list the book under the first word of the title after the article (a, an, the, etc.), if any.

3. To cite a book by a single author, use the following order: author’s name (reversed for alphabetizing), title (including any subtitle), and publication information (city of publication, publisher, date of publication).

4. To cite an **anthology** or a compilation, e.g. a bibliography, begin with the name of the editor or compiler, followed by a comma, a space, and the abbreviation ed. or comp. If the person has performed more than one function – serving, say, as editor and translator – give both in the order in which they appear on the title page.


5. In citing **two or more books by the same person**, give the name in the first entry only. Thereafter, in place of the name, type three hyphens and a period, skip two spaces, and give the title. The three hyphens always stand for exactly the same name(s) as in the preceding entry. If the person named served as editor, translator, or compiler of any of the books, place a comma (not a period) after the three hyphens, skip a space, and write the appropriate abbreviation (ed., trans., comp.) before giving the title. If the same person served as, say the editor of two or more works listed consecutively, the abbreviation ed. must be repeated with each entry. This sort of label, however, does not affect the order in which entries appear; works listed under the same name(s) are alphabetized by title.


6. In citing a **book by two or three persons**, give their names in the order in which they appear on the title page – not necessarily in alphabetical order. Reverse only the name of the first author, add a comma, and give the other name(s) in normal order (Wellek, Rene, and Austin Warren). Place a period after the last name, skip two spaces, and begin the next item. Even if the authors have the same last name, state each name in full (Durant, Will and Ariel Durant). If the persons listed on the title pages are editors, translators, or compilers, place a comma (not a period) after the final name and add the appropriate abbreviation (eds., trans., or comp.s).


If there are more than three authors, you may name only the first and add *et al.* (“and others”), or you may give all names in full in order on which they appear on the title page.

7. If a book has **no author’s name** on the title page, begin the entry with the title and alphabetize by the first word other than a definite or indefinite article. *Encyclopedia of Photography*. New York: Crown, 1984.

8. If a work appears as **part of an anthology**, first, state the author and title of the piece you are citing (e.g., an essay, short story, or a poem), normally enclosing the title in quotation marks but underlining instead if the work was originally published as a book (e.g. a play or a novel). If the anthology contains works by different translators, give the translator’s name next, preceded by the abbreviation Trans. and followed by the title of the anthology (underlined). If all the works have the same translator or if the collection has an editor, write Trans. or ed., or Ed. and trans., after the title and give the person’s name. Cite the inclusive pages for the piece at the end of the citation, after the year of publication, a period, and two spaces.


9. To cite an **introduction, preface, foreword, or afterword**, begin with the name of its author and then give the name of the part being cited, capitalized but neither underlined nor enclosed in quotation marks (Introduction, Preface, Foreword, Afterword). If the writer of the piece is different from the author of the complete work, cite the author of the work after the title, giving the full name, in normal order, preceded by the word By. If the writer of the piece is also the author of the complete work, use on the last name after By.


10. In citing a **republished book** – for example, a paperback version of a book originally published in a clothbound version – give the original publication date, followed by a period and two spaces, before the publication information for the book that you are citing. If the republished book has a new title, state the original title as well as the original publication date, followed by Rpt. as (“Reprinted as”) and the new title and publication facts.


11. Treat an **encyclopedia article or a dictionary entry** as you would a piece in a collection, but do not cite the editor of the reference work. If the article is signed, give the author first (often articles in reference books are signed with initials identified elsewhere in the work); if it is unsigned, give the title first. If the encyclopedia or dictionary arranged articles alphabetically, you may omit volume and page numbers.

   When citing familiar reference books, especially those that frequently
appear in new editions, do not give full publication information. For such works, list only the edition (if stated) and the year of publication.


12. When a book does **not indicate the publisher, the place or date or publication, or the pagination**, supply as much of the missing information as you can, using brackets to show that it did not come from the source:


If the date can only be approximated, put it after a c., for circa “around” ([c.1983]). If you are uncertain about the accuracy of the information you are supplying, add a question mark ([1983?]). If you cannot supply any information, use the following abbreviations:

n.p. no place of publication given
n.p. no publisher given
n.d. no date of publication given
n. pag. no pagination given

13. For **scholarly journals** the publication information generally includes the journal title, the volume number, the year of publication, and the inclusive page numbers of the article cited.


14. In citing a **magazine** published every week or every two weeks, give the complete date (beginning with the day and abbreviating the month). Do not give the volume and issue numbers even if they are listed.


15. In citing **a magazine published every month** or every two months, give the month(s) and year. Do not give the volume and issue number even if they are listed.


16. In citing a **newspaper**, give the name as it appears in the masthead but omit any introductory article (*New York Times*, not *The New York Times*). If the city or publication is not included in the name of a locally published newspaper, add it in square brackets, not underlined, after the name (*Star-Ledger* [Newark, NJ]). For nationally published newspapers (e.g., USA Today, *Wall Street Journal, Chronicle of Higher Education*) you may omit the city of publication. Next, give the complete date – day, month (abbreviated), and year. Do not give the volume and issue numbers even if they are listed.

Because different edition of the same newspaper contain different material, specify the edition (if one is given on the masthead), preceded by a comma and a space, after the date:

17. In citing a **review**, give the reviewer’s name and the title of the review (if there is one); then write Rev. of (neither underlined nor placed in quotation marks), the title of the work reviewed, a comma, the word by, and the name of the author.


18. A **film citation** usually begins with the title, underlined, and includes the director, the distributor, and the year. You may include other data that seems pertinent: information such as the writer, performers, and producer would follow the title; physical characteristics such as the size and length of the film, would go after the date.

*It’s a Wonderful Life.* Dir. Frank Capra. With James Stewart, Donna Reed, Lionel Barrymore, and Thomas Mitchell. RKO, 1946.

19. Treat published interviews as you would an article. In citing a personally conducted interview, give the name of the interviewee, the kind of interview (Personal interview, Telephone interview, email), and the date.


**B. FOOTNOTES OR ENDNOTES**

22. Please note that for footnotes and endnotes for **published books** one follows the same format as for bibliographical citations, except that the name of the author or names of the authors appear in normal word order. Since there is no need for alphabetization, there is a comma rather than a period after the name or names, there is no period after the title of the work, and the publication information appears in parentheses.

1.

23. For *articles* use same format as in bibliographic citations but make sure name or names of authors appear in normal word order.

24. After fully documenting a work, use a *shortened form* in subsequent notes. Make sure to include enough information to identify the work. The author’s last name alone, followed by the relevant page numbers, is usually adequate. Frye, 345-47. If you cite *two or more works by the same author* – for example, Northrop Frye’s *Anatomy of Criticism* and his *Critical Path* – include a shortened form of the title following the author’s last name in references after the first footnote or endnote, e.g.:


Repeat the information even when two references in sequence refer to the same work. The abbreviations *ibid* and *op. cit* are no longer recommended.

Other frequently encountered abbreviations and Latin words are:

c. (copyright)
ca. (*circa* – at or near a given date)
cf. (confer – compare with or consult)
ch., chs, (chap., chaps.) (chapter, chapters)
col. (column)
comp. (compiled by, compiler)
ed. (edited by, editor, edition)
eds. (editors, editions).
esp. (especially)
e.g. (*exempli gratia* – for example)
et al. (*et alii* – and others)
etc. (*et cetera* – and so forth [like no abbreviations, not appropriate in your text])
et seq. (*et sequens* – and following)
ff. (pages following)
front. (frontispiece)
id. (*idem* – the same)
i.e. (*id est* – that is)
illus. (illustrated by, illustrator, illustration)
inc. (incorporated; including)
infra. (below, later on in the text)
l., ll. (line, lines)
ltd. (limited)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>(one manuscript, or used as an adjective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>(more than one manuscript, usually a collection, as – Hutchins Hapgood MSS, Yale College Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n, nn</td>
<td>(note, notes [used immediately after page number: 37n, 37n5, 37nn5-7])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narr.</td>
<td>(narrated by, narrator)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>(no date [of publication])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no.</td>
<td>(number [cf. numb])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.p.</td>
<td>(no place [of publication]; no publisher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n. pag.</td>
<td>(no pagination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orig.</td>
<td>(original, originally)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p., pp.</td>
<td>(page, pages [omitted before page numbers unless necessary for clarity])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par.</td>
<td>(paragraph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passim</td>
<td>(here and there)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pref.</td>
<td>(preface, prefaced by)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proc.</td>
<td>(proceedings)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseud.</td>
<td>(pseudonym)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt.</td>
<td>(part)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qtd.</td>
<td>(quoted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q.v.</td>
<td><em>(quod vide – which see)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rev.</td>
<td>(revised by, revision; review, reviewed by [spell out review where rev. might be ambiguous])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rpt.</td>
<td>(reprinted by, reprint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ser.</td>
<td>(series)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sic</td>
<td>(thus – to show a statement is correctly quoted, although original is erroneous)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supra</td>
<td>(above – earlier in the text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vol. vols.</td>
<td>(volume, volumes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vide</td>
<td>(see)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. (v.)</td>
<td>(versus “against” [v. is preferred in legal cases])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>